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{Em  G  } {Em  B7  } {Em  A  } {G A B7    }     

Chorus:  
Em  G     Hurricane surfer riding the wave. 
Em  B7    Hurricane surfer cradle to grave. 
Em  A      Hurricane surfer won’t be contained. 
G A B7    Eyeing the hurricane. 

G                 When the wind blows you around, 
Em               knocks your feet right off the ground; 
C                 drowning in the surging tide, 
Em       you got no place to hide. 
G                 Grab your board and face the storm. 
C                 Brave the waves as they swarm. 
D                 If you fall you’re not alone. 
Em  G  D    Try again to reach the zone. 

Chorus: 
Em  G     Hurricane surfer riding the wave. 
Em  B7    Hurricane surfer cradle to grave. 
Em  A      Hurricane surfer won’t be contained. 
G A B7    Defying the hurricane. 

G                 Butterflies flap their wings. 
Em              Small ripples affect big things. 
C                 Swirling in the aftermath, 
Em              chaos brings a wrath. 
G                 You know just what to do. 
C                 Stay above the raging blue. 
D                 Grab the bull by the horns. 
Em  G  D    Even roses grow out of thorns. 

{Em  G  } {Em  B7  } {Em  A  } {G A B7    }    

Bridge: 
{Am} {C} {G} {B7}  
Am        Overwhelmed and feeling down? 
C            Listen for the healing sound. 
G            Ride    on the 
B7          wave. 
Am  C    Build momentum. Breath steady. 
Em  G    Stay focused on what you need. 
C            Try   to be 
D            brave 

{G} {Em} {C} {Em} 
                
G                 Everyday’s a chance for rain 
Em               turning to a hurricane 
C             unleashing torrents to torment 
Em               leading to discontent. 
G             Instead of being washed away, 
C                 here’s your chance to surf today. 
D             Secure your footing on your board. 
Em  G  D    The effort’s its own reward. 

Chorus: 
Em  G     Hurricane surfer riding the wave. 
Em  B7    Hurricane surfer cradle to grave. 
Em  A      Hurricane surfer won’t be contained 
G A B7     Surviving the hurricane. 
G  A  B7   Ride the hurricane fer sure sur- 
Em           fer.
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